& SHARPENING

622 SE 47th Terrace
Cape Coral, FL 33904
239.574.2540
sharpening@familyhardware.com

Carbide Saw Blade Sharpening Order Form

Your saw blade(s) will be cleaned and sharpened to OEM quality or better, dipped in protective wax coating and shipped
from our shop within 5 to 7 business days of receiving.
Shipping: All items are returned using UPS Ground. You may use our supplied shipping label regardless of your blade
count. If you’re sending in 5 blades or more you will not be charged for shipping either inbound or return. If you use our
label and are sending in less than 5 blades, you will be charged $15 for inbound shipping and $15 for return shipping.
**Due to our streamlined process, if you send in blades using your own shipping method, we will no longer be giving
credit for inbound shipping**
Additional Charges
Tipwork: We will automatically replace up to (2) tips on each blade, at a rate of $5.75 per tip. Any additional tips must be
authorized. You can use the below section to authorize additional tipwork. You may also specify only specific blades to
receive the additional tips, as we recognize some blades are more valuable than others. We will only replace tips if they
are needed and only up to the authorized amount. Any blades needing more work than is authorized will be returned
with a “no grind” charge.
Pre-Authorization: I authorize Family Hardware to replace up to ________ tips at $5.75 each for
all blades or
only the following blades: _________________________________________________________________________________________________.
No Grinds: All blades in our shop are cleaned and inspected, we also incur inbound and outbound shipping charges
on all blades, due to their weight, regardless if they are able to be sharpened or not. Blades unable to be sharpened will
incur a charge of $2.50. This helps subsidize the labor of checking in and inspecting the blades along with the shipping
fees associated with these blades.
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I understand that I am responsible for all repair and shipping charges that apply to this order.
Signature
Valid only in the Continental 48 United States.
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